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“But it is not possible that the Gospels can be 
either more or fewer in number than they are. 
For since there are four zones of the world in 
which we live, and four principle winds ... She 
(the Church) in which we live should have four 
pillars, and therefore the Gospels are in accord 
with these things amongst which Jesus Christ is 
seated.” Iraneaus1

he essential elements of the symbol which 
is the subject of this paper are five motifs, 

four of which are usually identical in form 
whilst the fifth may or may not be the same as ' 
the others. These can be variously organised 
for different purposes but in this essay we are 
concerned only with the arrangement in which 
the four identical motifs are set in a square or 
rectangle around a different central motif.2 
Forgotten for centuries because it did not 
accord with the figural art of the Italian 
Renaissance, this simple abstract design was 
widely used in early Christian art. It is both a 
symbol of sanctity and, as Iraneaus’ statement 
above suggests, an abstract expression of the 
fundamental message of Salvation brought by 
Christ, a visual addition to the sermons and 
writings of the Fathers.

Whilst the decoration of the three objects 
associated with Saint Cuthbert of, Northumbria 
appear to be unrelated to each other, it is here 
proposed that each was an accurate reflection 
of the inner structural form of this abstract 
composition. The objects are: his gold pectoral 
cross, with the four cylinders set as a square in 
the intersections of the cross arms, around the 
central jewel; his portable altar whose face has 
five incised Latin crosses, four at the corners 
and one at the centre; and his coffin, whose lid 
has a simple carving of Christ surrounded by 
the four evangelist symbols.3

When the presence of this symbolic arrange

ment was first noticed by the writer in the 
cross-arms of the nimbus of Christ in manu
script miniatures, it became evident that if the 
arms were decorated at all, then it was almost 
always with this same design of four elements 
set in a square around a central motif.4 It was 
reasonable to assume that this had some signif
icance, though no explanation or reference 
could be found in the literature. Further obser
vation showed that not only did the design 
occur in other places as well as in the nimbus 
but also, very significantly, it was found only in 
depictions of Christ, the Virgin and the Saints.5 
From this it further became apparent that 
objects such as reliquaries or bibles associated 
with these persons were also decorated with 
this symbol, as were artefacts used in the cele
bration of the Eucharist.6 Subsequently it was 
of unexpected interest to find that it was also 
widely used in ecclesiastical buildings to indi
cate the sanctity of the structure.7

One important objection remained in postu
lating that such a five-element design was a 
symbol of sanctity. Following the precepts of 
the late antique schoolmen, a concept so fun
damental as this would have been likely to 
have been expressed in ‘perfect numbers’, a 
system attributed to Pythagoras.8 It was a great 
relief therefore to realise that this symbol is no 
“quincunx” singularity but is composed of a 
combination of one and four, both perfect 
numbers.9 For centuries before Christ, Unity 
(= One) represented God and Four was ‘Qua- 
ternity’. Christians likewise saw Unity as God, 
and adapted Quaternities to their own pur
poses, as they had done very early in the cata
comb paintings in Rome.

Anna Esmeyer in her erudite study of Qua
ternities described sixteen different Christian 
types.10 One of these is the Four Evangelists



(and their evangelical symbols); this was very 
suited to use in the “Unity and Quaternity” 
abstract design, for in early art and architec
ture the combination can express the funda
mental message of Salvation brought by Christ 
to earth and spread by the four gospels of the 
Evangelists to the four corners of the earth -  a 
concept which is explicit in the Iraneaus pas
sage with which this paper opened.

As an abstract design, the four crosses set 
around the central incised cross on Cuthbert’s 
portable altar clearly express this theme. So 
also does the configuration of four cylinders 
set around the central jewel of the Cuthbert 
cross. They can be compared with work from 
earlier in the same seventh century in Egypt in 
the monastery of Saint Apollonius at Bawit. 
Here the scene of the Ascension in the main 
apse has the front rail and uprights of the 
throne of Christ decorated with, sets of five 
small circles in quaterhal composition. The 
design is present in other parts of the scene, as 
well as in frescoes in each of the seventeen 
chapels of the monastery.11

The arrangement of the evangelist symbols 
bn the lid of Cuthbert’s coffin, two above and 
two below Christ, are not so immediately evi
dent as examples of the same symbolic compo
sition because of the long rectangular shape of 
the coffin. Clearly, however, we are dealing 
here with the same theme. In style these fig
ures are not unlike those of the contemporary 
B ook o f  Durrow, and it should be noted that 
the decoration of St Mathew’s dress in that 
manuscript is composed alomost entirely of 
various quaternal designs.12 Now Anna 
Esmeyer, in discussing figural versions of the 
Quaternity theme, maintained that the Car- 
olingians were the first to adopt the type in 
their “Majestas Domini” scenes of Christ sur
rounded by the four evangelists; th e ‘ five 
medallion “Majestas” scene in the Gospels o f  
Gundohinus would therefore be the first fig
ural version of the Unity and Quaternity sym
bol in the period.13 But. since the wood of the 
Cuthbert coffin has been confirmed as contem
porary with the death of Saint Cuthbert in 698 
AD, such figural compositions clearly predated 
those of the Carolingians.14

Other examples can be marshalled to sup
port this contention. Thus a page of a sixth- 
century Syrian Gospel Book with an 
illumination of the Baptism of Christ, bound 
into the eleventh-century Echmiadzin 
(Armenian) Gospels, has human heads at each 
corner of the border.15 This is a scheme paral
leled in a fourth-century gold glass from 
Cologne; here, within a square, a diamond 
encloses a bust named “Christus” whilst 
attached to the sides facing the square are four 
busts.16 A second pre-Carolingian example is 
probably provided by the third or fourth cen
tury Hinton St Mary mosaic in the British 
Museum which has a representation of the 
head of Christ superimposed on the Chi-rho 
symbol.17 The four surrounding heads have 
been variously thought to be the Seasons or 
the Evangelists; support for the latter sugges
tion is given by their arrangement as the 
square of a quaternal composition. The Car
olingians were not therefore the first to make 
figural exegeses of .this symbolic composition, 
but were preceded by earlier artists in a line of 
descent reaching back to the fourth century 
and including the carver of Saint Cuthbert’s 
coffin.

Two of the three objects associated with 
SaintCuthbert are thus decorated with a similar 
abstract design, whilst a third has a figural ver
sion of the same symbolic composition in which 
four motifs are set as a square around a central 
element. This composition was widely used in 
art in the early centuries of Byzantium, and 
rather later in the west, as a symbol of sanctity. 
The design is that of a “Quatemity” representa
tion of the four evangelists who spread the mes
sage of Salvation, set around the Unity who 
brought that message to earth, Christ.
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